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Video game 2011 This article covers the original video game. For the great franchise, see Minecraft (franchise). For other uses, see Minecraft (Disambiguation). This article or section may have to be cleaned or summary because it has been divided by / to Minecraft (franchising). 0000 Video GamemineCraftpromotional Cover ArtDeveveloper (s)
Mojang Studios [B] Publisher / I Mojang Studios [C] Xbox Game Studios [C] Xbox Game Studios [D] Sony Interactive Entertainment [E] Designer (s) Markus Persson [F] Jens Bergensten [G] Artist (s) Markus toivonenjasper BoerstraCompositore (s) C418 [H] Seriesminecraftplatform (s) Windows, MacOS, Linux Android iOS Xbox 360 Raspberry Pi
Windows Phone Playstation 3 Fire OS Playstation 4 XBox One PlayStation Universal Waist Wii Platform Wii U TVS Nintendo Switch New Nintendo 3DS Release November 18, 2011 [a] Windows, Macos, Linux: WW: November 18, 2011 [1] Android WW: 7 October 2011 [2] iOS WW: 17 November 2011 [3] Xbox 360 WW: 9 May 2012 [4] Raspberry Pi
WW: 11 February 2013 [5] Playstation 3 Na: 17 December 2013Eu: 18 December 2013 Fire OS WW: 2 April 2014 [6] Playstation 4 WW: 4 September 2014 [7] Xbox One WW: 5 September 2014 [8] Playstation Vita Na: October 14, 2014 [9] EU: 15 October 2014 Windows Phone WW: 10 December 2014 [10] Windows 10 WW: 29 July 2015 [11] Wii U
WW: 17 December 2015 [12] TVOS WW: 19 December 2016 [13] Nintendo Switch NA: 11 May 2017Pal: 12 May 2017 New Nintendo 3DS WW: 13 September 2017 [14] EU: 20 September 2018 Genres Sandbox, Survivelfode (s) Single-Player, Multiplayer Minecraft is a sandbox video game developed by the Swedish video game developer Mojang
Studios. The game was created by Markus "Notch" Persson in the Java programming language. Following different versions of Primitive Private Test, it was made the first public in May 2009 before releasing completely in November 2011, with Jens Bergensten, then taking development. Since then Minecraft has been brought to several other
platforms and is the most sold video game of all time, with over 200 million copies sold and over 140 million monthly active users from 2021 [update]. [18]. In Minecraft, players explore a 3D Blocky world and generated with practically infinite ground, and can discover and extract raw materials, craftsmanship tools and objects and build structures or
earthworks. Depending on the game mode, players can combat computer-controlled mobs, as well as collaborating or compete against other players in the same world. The game modes include a survival mode, in which players have to acquire resources to build the world and maintain health and a creative mode, where players have unlimited
resources and access to the flight. Players can change the game to create new mechanics, articles and gambling goods. Minecraft has been critically acclaimed, winning several prizes and is mentioned as one of the largest video games of all time. Social media, parodies, adaptations, goods and Minecon's annual conventions played great roles in
disclosing the game. The game was also used in educational environments to teach chemistry, computer-assisted design and computer science. In 2014, Mojang and the Minecraft intellectual property was purchased from Microsoft for $ 2.5 billion dollars. A number of spin-off games have also been produced, such as Minecraft: History Mode,
Dungeon of Minecraft and Minecraft Earth. Gameplay Minecraft is a 3D sandbox game that has no specific goals to be achieved, allowing players a great amount of freedom in choosing how to play. [19] However, there is a realization system, [20] known as "advances" in the Java edition of the game and "trophies" on playstation ports. [21] The
gameplay is in the first-person perspective by setting But players have the option for the third person perspective. [22] The world of the game is composed of rough 3D objects - mainly cubes and fluids, and commonly called "blocks" - representing various materials, such as dirt, stone, minerals, tree trunks, water and lava. The main gameplay rotates
around collecting and placing these objects. These blocks blocks Arranged in a 3D grid, while players can move freely around the world. Players can "minular" blocks and then put them elsewhere, allowing them to build things. [23] Many commentators described the physics system of the game as an unrealistic. [24] The game also contains a material
known as redstone, which can be used to make primitive mechanical devices, electric circuits and logical gates, allowing the construction of many complex systems [25] an example of the land generated by Minecraft, including a village And the default skin Steve The Game World is practically infinite and progressively generated as the players explore
it, using a seed map obtained from the system clock at the time of world creation (or specified manually by the player). [26] [27] [28] There are limits on the vertical movement, but Minecraft allows you to generate a world of infinitely wide gambling on the horizontal plane. Due to technical problems when you are reached extremely distant places,
however, there is a barrier that prevents players from crossing positions over 30,000,000 blocks from the center. [I] The game reaches this dividing the global data into smaller sections called "blocks" that are created or loaded only when players are nearby. [26] The world is divided into biomi ranging from deserts to jungles to sneakers; [29] [30] The
land includes plains, mountains, forests, caves and various lava / water bodies. [28] The temporal system in play follows a day and night cycle, and a complete cycle lasts 20 minutes in real time. When you start a new world, players must choose one of the five game modes, as well as one of the four difficulties, ranging from the Pacific to difficult.
Increasing the difficulty of the game ago yes that the player takes more damage from MOB, as well as having other specific effects of difficulty. For example, peaceful difficulty prevents hostile mobs to lay eggs and difficult difficulty allows players to starve if their hunger bar is out of stock. [31] Once selected, the difficulty can be changed, but the
game mode is locked and can only be changed with tricks. Some of Minecraft hostile mobs, exposed from left to right: a zombie, spider, enderman, [J] climbing, and a skeleton. The new players have a predefined skin selected at the case of Steve or Alex, [32] but the option to create custom skins has been made available in 2010. [33] Players meet
various non-player characters known as MOB, As animals, village inhabitants and hostile creatures. [34] Passive mobs, such as cows, pigs and chickens, can be hunted for food materials and crafting. They generate during the day, while the hostile mobs - include large spiders, skeletons and zombies - generate overnight or in dark places like caves.
[28] Some hostile mobs, such as zombies, skeletons and drowned (submarine versions of zombies), burn under the sun if they have no headdress. [35] Other unique minecraft creatures include the climbing (an exclusive creature that brokeshots on the player) and Enderman (a creature with the capacity of teleporting, as well as collect and position
blocks). [36] There are also mob variants that generate in different conditions; For example, zombies have peel variants that generate in deserts. [37] Minecraft has two alternative dimensions in addition to the overworld world (the main world): the nether and the end. [36] The nether is an amount from hell accessible via portals built per player; It
contains many unique resources and can be used to travel great distances in the overworl world, due to each block across the nether being equivalent to 8 blocks routes in the overworld. [38] The player can build an optional mob boss called Outside the materials found in the Nether. [39] The end is a sterile land composed of many islands. A dragon
boss called Dragon Ender Dwells on the main island. [40] Killing the dragon opens access to an exit portal, which entering entering the final credits of the game and a poem written by the Novulist Irish Julian Gough. [41] Players players Then teleported to their spawn point and could continue the game indefinitely. [42] Game Mode Survival Mode The
Crafting Menu in Minecraft, which shows the crafting recipe of a stone ax and some other blocks and objects in the player's inventory. In survival mode, players must collect natural resources such as wood and stone found in the environment to create certain blocks and objects. [28] Depending on the difficulty, Spawn monsters in the darkest areas
outside a certain ray of the character, which require players to build a shelter at night. [28] The mode also has a health bar that is exhausted by mob attacks, falls, drowning, falling into lava, suffocation, hunger and other events. [43] Players also have a bar of hunger, which must be filled periodically eating in-game food, except in peaceful difficulty.
[43] [44] If the bar of hunger is out of stock, automatic healing will stop and in the end health runs out. Health supplies when players have a bar of hunger almost full or continuously on peaceful difficulty. [44] [45] Players can create a wide range of objects in Minecraft. [46] Artisan objects include armor, which mitigates damage from attacks;
Weapons (such as swords or axes), which allows monsters and animals to be killed more easily; And tools, which break certain types of blocks rapidly. Some articles have more levels depending on the material used to put them, with higher objects is more effective and resistant. Players can build supplied, which can cook food, mineral processes and
convert materials into other materials. [47] Players can also exchangi goods with a village village (NPC) through a trading system, which involves trading emeralds for different goods and vice versa. [48] [34] The game has an inventory system, allowing players to carry a limited number of items. [49] After dying, the objects in the inventories of the
players are abandoned unless the game is reconfigured not to do so. Players then re-spawn at their spawn point, which by default is the point where players are first generated in the game, and can be restored sleeping in a bed [50] or using an anchor respawn. [51] [52] Fallen objects can be recovered if players can reach them before they disappear
or slam after 5 minutes. Players can acquire experience points by killing mobs and other players, mining, melting minerals, farm animals and food food. The experience can therefore be expense for enchanting tools, armor and weapons. [31] Enchanted objects are generally more powerful, last longer or have other special effects. [31] Hardcore mode
The hardcore mode is a variant in survival mode that is blocked on the most difficult setting and allowed [53]. If a player dies in a hardcore world, they are no longer authorized to interact with it, so that they can be put into viewer mode and explore the world or eliminating it entirely. [54] This game mode can be accessible only within the Java
Edition. [55] Creative mode An example of a creation built in Minecraft in creative mode, players have access to almost all resources and articles in the game through the inventory menu, and can put them or remove them instantly. [56]. Players can activate the ability to fly freely around the world of gambling at will, and their characters do not
damage and are not affected by hunger. [57] [58] The game mode helps players focus on construction and project creation of any size without disturbance. [56] Adventure Adventure Position Has been designed So that players can experience user maps and adventures prepared by the user. [59] [60] [61] The gameplay is similar to the survival mode
but with various restrictions, which can be applied to the world of the game from the map creator. This forces players to get the items requested and experience adventures in the way the map manufacturer intended. [61] Another added addition for custom maps is the control block; This block allows mappers to expand interactions with players via
script server commands. [62] The viewer mode of the viewer's modality allows players to fly through the blocks and e Gameplay without interacting directly. Players do not have an inventory, but can be teleport to other players and view from the point of view of another player or creature. [63] This game mode can be accessible only within Java
Edition and legacy editions console. [64] Multiplayer See also: Minecraft Server Multiplayer in Minecraft allows multiple players to interact and communicate with each other in one world. It is available through the direct multiplayer of the game-to-game, the LAN game, the local divided screen (console only) and the servers (hosted-hosted and hosted
by work). [65] Players can run your servers, use a hosting provider or connect directly to another player's game via Xbox Live. Single player worlds have local network support, allowing players to join a world on interconnected computers locally without server configuration. [66] MINECRAFT multiplayer servers are guided by server operators, which
have access to server commands such as setting the day time and teleporting players. Operators can also set restrictions on which user names or IP addresses are allowed or not allowed to enter the server. [65] Multiplayer servers have a wide range of activities, with some servers that have one's unique rules and customs. The largest and most
popular server is iPxel, which has been visited by over 14 million unique players. [67] [68] Player Versus Player Combat (PVP) can be enabled to allow combat between players. [69] Many servers have custom plugins that allow actions that are not normally possible. Realms Minecraft In 2013, Mojang has announced the Minecraft Minecraft
regression, a server hosting service to allow players to easily run multiplayer server games easily and safely without having to set their own. [70] [71] Unlike a standard server, only invited players can join the reign servers and these servers do not use IP addresses. Minecraft: Realms Realms Java Edition owners can invite up to twenty years to play
their server, with a maximum of ten players online at a time. Minecraft realm server owners can invite up to 3000 people to play on their server, with a maximum of ten players online simultaneously. [72] The Minecraft: Realms Java Edition servers do not support user plug-ins, but players can play minecraft custom maps. [73] Minecraft gift servers
support add-ons, resource packs, behavior packs and custom minecraft maps. [72] At the ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT EXPO 2016, support for the multi-platform game between Windows 10, iOS and Android platforms has been added through the kingdoms starting from June 2016, [74] with the support of the Xbox One and Nintendo switch To
come later in 2017, [75] and support for virtual reality devices. On 31 July 2017 Mojang released the beta version of the update that allows you to play the multi-platform platform. [76] The Nintendo Switch support for the kingdoms was released in July 2018. [77] Customization Main article: Minecraft Mods in Smeltery within the construct Mod
Tinkers The Modding Community is made up of fans, users and programmers of third parts. Using a variety of application program interfaces that arose over time, they produced a wide variety of downloadable content for minecraft, such as changes, texture packages and custom maps. Changes to the Minecraft code, MOD calls, add a variety of
changes to gameplays, ranging from new blocks, new articles, new mobs to whole matrices of mechanisms for [78] [79]. The modding community is responsible for a substantial supply of mods from those that improve gameplay, such as minimals, [80] waypoint waypoints and durability meters, [81] to those that are added to the gambling elements
from other video games and media . While a variety of framework mod has been developed regardless of reverse engineering of the code, Mojang has also improved Minecraft vanilla with official frameworks for modification, allowing the production of resources created by communities, which alter some elements of play including textures and
Sounds. [82] Players can also create their own "maps" (customized world rescue file) that often contain specific specifies Challenges, puzzles and missions and share them for others to play. [59] Mojang has added an adventure mode in August 2012 [60] and "Command Blocks" in October 2012, [62] that were specifically created for custom maps in
Java Edition. The data packets, introduced in version 1.13 of the Java edition, allow a further customization, including the possibility of adding new progress, sizes, functions, booty tables, preached, recipes, structures, tags, world generation settings and biomes - [83] [84] The Xbox 360 edition supports the downloadable content, available for
purchase via the XBOX game store; These content packages usually contain additional character skins. [85] Later he received support for texture packages in his twelfth update of the title introducing "mash-up packs", which combines texture packages with leather packages and changes to play sounds, music and interface user. [86] The first package
of mash-up (and by extension, the first texture package) for the Xbox 360 edition was released on September 4, 2013 and was themed after the mass effect franchise. [87] Unlike the Java edition, however, the Xbox 360 edition does not support mods created by the player or custom maps. [88] A cross-promotional resource package based on the Super
Mario Franchising of Nintendo was released for the Wii U edition worldwide on May 17th 2016. [89] A fail-based mash-up package is was announced for the Wii U release on the issue [90] in April 2018, the malware was discovered in different skins Minecraft men downloaded for use with the Java edition of the game. [91] [92] Avast has stated that
almost 50,000 accounts have been infected and, if activated, malware will try to reformat the user's hard drive. [92] [91] Mojang has promptly tempered the problem and released a statement by stating that "the code would not have been executed or read from the game itself", [91] and it would only work when the image containing the skin itself was
Open. [93] In June 2017, Mojang released an update known as "Discovery Update" to the Bedrock version of the game. [94] The update includes a new map, a new game mode, the "Marketplace", a catalog of user-generated content that gives Minecraft's creators "Another way to earn to live from the game" and more . [95] [96] [97] Development
Minecraft creator Markus "Notch" Persson at GDC 2011 Java Edition Major Update Release Timelinepre-Release Years in Red2009Pre-ClassicClassicsUsurvival Test2010IndevinfDevalphabeta2011Beta1.0: "Adventure Update" 20121.11.21.31.4 " Frightening enough update "20131.5:" Redstone update "1.6:" Horse update "1.7:" The update that
changed the world "20141.8:" GIALD UPDATE "201520161.9:" Combat update "1.10:" Frossed update " 1:11: "exploration Update" 20171.12 "World of Color Refresh" 20181.13 "Upgrading Aquatic" 20191.14 "Village and looting" 1.15: "Bees BUZZY" 20201.16 "Updata Nether" 20211.17 "Caves & Cliffs: Part I "1.18:" Caves & Cliffs: part II "Before
coming with Minecraft, Markus" Notch "Persson was a game developer with King in March 2009, at the time it is used for the more browser games, during which it has learned a ce RTO Number of different programming languages. [98] He would prototype him play him during his out of hours at home, often based on the inspiration he found from
other games, and frequently participated in the Tigsource forums for independent developers. [98] One of these personal projects was called "Rubydung", a basic core game inspired by the DWARF fortress, but as a three-dimensional game Like Tycoon of Rollercoaster. [99] He had already made a 3D Texture map for another prototype of zombie
games that he had started trying to emulate the style of the Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars. [100] Among the characteristics of "Rubydung" he explored there was a first-person view similar to the Dungeon guardian but at that moment, he felt that the graphics was too pixelated and omitted this mode. [100] [101] Around March 2009, Persson left
King and united to Jalbum, but otherwise he continued to work on him's prototypes. [102] [101] [103] Infiniminer, an open-blocked mining game was released for the first time in April 2009, unleashed spain Inspiration for how to take "RubyDung" forward. [100] Infiniminer has strongly influenced the visual style of the gameplay, including reporting
the first-person mode, the "Blocky" visual style and fundamentals of block construction. [100] However, unlike Infiniminer, Person wanted Minecraft to want to have RPG elements. [104] The original edition of Minecraft, now known as the Java edition, was developed for the first time in May 2009. Persson released a test video on YouTube of an initial
version of Minecraft. [100] [105] The minecraft base program was completed by Persson for a weekend in that month and a private test was released on Tigirc on May 16, 2009. [106] The game was released for the first Volta to the public on 17 May 2009 as a release of development on Tigsource forums. [107] Persson has updated the game based on
forum feedback. [98] [108] This later version has become known as a classic version. [109] Further phases of development nicknamed as survival tests, INDEV [101] and Infdev were released between September 2009 and June 2010. [necessary quote] The first important update, Dubbed Alpha, was released on 30 June 2010. [110] [111] Although
Persson has maintained a daily job with Jalbum.net at the beginning, later stop to work on full-time minecraft as sales of the alpha version of the expanded game. [112] Person continued to update the game with versions automatically distributed to users. These updates included new items, new blocks, new mobs, survival modes and changes to the
behavior of the game (for example as waterflows). [112] To return to the development of Minecraft, Persson set up a video game company, Mojang, with the money earned by the game. [113] [114] [115] Mojang co-founders included Jakob Porser, one of Persson's colleagues from the king, and Carl Manneh, the Jalbum CEO. [98] On 11 December
2010, Persson announced that Minecraft was entering his beta test phase on December 20, 2010. [116] further declared that bug fixes and all updates that lead to include the release would be still free. [117] During development, Mojang took several new employees to work on the project. [118] Mojang has transferred the game outside the beta and
released the full version on November 18, 2011. [119] On 1 December 2011, Jens "Jeb" Bergensten took full creative control over Minecraft, replacing Persson as a designer Leader. [120] On 28 February 2012, Mojang announced that they had taken the developers of the popular "Bukkit" developer API for Minecraft, [69] to improve the minecraft
support of server modifications [121]. This acquisition also included Mojang which apparently assumes the full properties of the Craftbukkit Server mod that allows the use of Bukkit, [122] although the validity of this statement has been questioned due to its open source project with many contributors , licensed under the GNU General Public License
and General Public Public License. [123] On September 15, 2014, Microsoft announced a $ 2.5 billion bargain to buy Mojang, along with the owner of Minecraft's intellectual property. [124] [125] [126] The agreement was suggested by Persson when he published a tweet asking a company to buy his share of the game after receiving criticisms for the
application of the terms in the license agreement for L 'Final user of the game (Eula), which had been present in Eula in the previous three years. [127] [128] [129] According to Persson, Mojang Ceo Carl Manneh received a call from a Microsoft executive, shortly after the tweet, asking if Persson was seriously a bargain. Mojang was also From other
companies including Activision Blizzard and electronic arts. [129] The agreement with Microsoft was arbited on November 6, 2014 and led to Person who becomes one of Forbes's "billionaires of the world". [130] [131] [132] [129] From the first complete release of Minecraft, nicknamed the "Adventure update", the game has been continuously
updated with many important updates, available for free to users who have already purchased the game . [133] The most recent main update was "Grottes & Cliffs Part I", which added more types of blocks, plants and mobs. [134] [134] It was released on 8 June 2021. The next scheduled update, "Caves & Cliffs part II", is set to be released in the
second half of 2021, [135] and will expand underground biami of the game with more types of blocks And mob and renew mountain world generation. [136] The original version of the game has been renamed for Minecraft:. Java Edition on September 18, 2017 to separate it from the Bedrock Edition, which was recently renamed Minecraft from the
Better Together update [137] The Bedrock Edition has also been regularly updated, with these updates now corresponds to the Java Edition updates themes. Other versions of the game, such as the various console and Pocket Edition editions were or fused in Bedrock and / or suspended and as such have not received further updates. [137] On 16 April
2020, a beta version of Minecraft implementing physically based rendering, Ray Tracing and DLSS was released by NVIDIA on RTX-enabled GPU. [138] The final version was released on 8 December 2020. [139] Minecraft: Pocket Edition in August 2011, Minecraft: Pocket Edition was released for the Xperia Play on Android Market, as a first version
Alpha. It was then released for several other compatible devices, on 8 October 2011. [140] [141] An iOS version of Minecraft was released on November 17, 2011. [142] A port was made available for Windows Phones Shortly after Microsoft has acquired Mojang. [143] Port concentrates on creative construction and the appearance of primitive survival
of the game, and does not contain all the features of the PC version. On him account Twitter, Jens Bergensten said that Minecraft's Pocket Edition is written in C ++ and not Java, due to iOS not being able to support Java. [144] On 10 December 2014, in respect of Mojang acquisition by Microsoft, a port of Pocket Edition was released for Windows
Phone 8.1. [145] On January 18, 2017, Microsoft announced that he would no longer maintain Pocket Edition's Windows Phone versions. [146] On December 19, 2016, the full version of Minecraft: Pocket Edition was released on iOS, Android and Windows Phone. Pocket Edition had been replaced by Minecraft: Bedrock Edition in 2017. [147] Editions
Console Legacy An Xbox 360 version of the game, developed by 4J Studios, was released on May 9th 2012. [148] [149] on 22 March 2012 , It was announced that Minecraft would be the leading game in a new Xbox Live Promotion called Arcade Next. [149] It differs from the home computer versions in different ways, including a newly designed
crafting system, the control interface, in-game tutorial, multiplayer split-screen, and the ability to play with friends via Xbox Live. [150] [151] The worlds of the Xbox 360 version are not "infinite", and are essentially barricaded by invisible walls. [151] The Xbox 360 version was originally contained similar to that old versions for PCs, but it was little up
to date to make it closer to the current PC version before its interruption. [148] [152] [153] An Xbox A version with the larger worlds among other improvements [154] was released on September 5, 2014. [154] The game versions for PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4 were released The â € Â½ Â½ â € ™ pc javaÃ§ â € ™ Ã â € œ Ã Ã|- ¥ Ã ¥ Â¼ â,¬ Ã|î¼
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